
 

Buckstone Primary School Parent Council 

Meeting Minutes of BPS Parent Council – Thursday 11th Nov 2021, 630pm-8pm, via MS Teams  

 

Parent Council Attendees: Hilary Brown (Chair), Nicole Johnston, Alex Barratt, Christine Stewart, 

Morven Langley, Paul Cornish, Alice Kirk, Andrew Clark, Brian Chalmers, Jamie Stewart, Lindsay 

Anderson, Julie Mackie, Katie Nicholson, Katy Wilson, Kathryn Finlay, Lynsey Cassidy, Claire Mann, 

Craig Morrison, Deven Taylor, Emily Forson, Georgia Gordon, Jamie Evans, Nicole Johnston, Rebecca 

Wright, Margo Melotte, Suzanne Wylie, Helen Szoor-Mcelhinney 

Other Attendees: Mrs Imrie, Mrs Conlin, Miss Dowds, Cllr Scott Arthur   

Apologies: Claire Probert 

Minutes: Paul Cornish 

 

1. Chair Introduction  

Chair thanked all for attending the meeting via MS Teams video conferencing. A reminder that no 

recording of the meeting is permitted and personal issues/topics for own children not to be 

discussed. MS TEAMs meeting will continue under present circumstances. 

Hilary Brown (Chair) chaired her first meeting as chairperson. There was a big thank you to Brian 

Chalmers as the outgoing chair. A gift voucher was presented to Brian as a thank you for all his 

efforts that have been greatly appreciated. 

Previous minutes approved and seconded. 

 

2. Mrs. Imrie’s Update 

Mrs. Imrie thanked & welcomed everyone to the meeting. 

There was a thank you for the ongoing support to the school by the Parent Council and to all the 

parent volunteers who are involved. 

Mrs Imrie also thanked the school staff for their ongoing efforts during this time and for all of their 

hard work. Particularly at this time, with higher levels of absence of staff than normal across the 

wider Lothian Health area.  

There are new vacancies and new pupil support assistants have started recently too. 

Spelling is a specific area being work on at present with introduction of the Wraparound spelling 

programme. More information to follow via the Buckstone Website / communications. 

Children have been partaking in Run a Mile on a weekly basis for a fun fitness challenge, and once 

completed they can look at the distances covered as a school and where they would be able to get 

too. 

 



 

P7s have taken on a number of job roles around the school including Janitor, wet break monitors 

and welcomers at the school gates as examples. There is also a virtual drop in where the pupils have 

given an online guided tour of the school. P7 have also been assisting in the on-going Equalities 

program that Buckstone have and are developing further across the school. 

 

3. Mrs Conlin – Equalities Update 

Across Edinburgh schools, equality, diversity and inclusion are key areas that are promoted and 

developed for the benefit of all.  

In P1-P4 they are appointing reps 

In P5-P7 there have been pupils that have applied and have interview for these representative roles 

There are 4 further parents joining the Equalities sub-committee, headed by Mrs Conlin, if anyone 

else would like to become involved, then please do contact the school. 

Across the school cluster group, Buckstone, South Morningside and Bruntsfield primaries are all 

concentrating on equality, diversity and inclusion with recent training on these areas to drive good 

knowledge and understanding for these important areas.  

This includes the tackling & awareness of racism and show it a red card, this is an ongoing area for 

the group up until Easter.  

The clusters will also cover a number of other areas focussing on educating & awareness. 

The anti-bullying awareness week starts on 14th November and will also cover equality, diversity & 

inclusion. 

Further information on this is available via the Edinburgh Council website. 

 

4. Playground Developments 

After recent playground checks by health & safety, there were a few areas that have been 

highlighted that require intervention. The trim trail and a number of logs within the sandpit are 

noted as unfit for purpose and require to be removed / replaced. This will need to be at the school’s 

own costs. 

A Playground sub-committee has been ongoing and has been actively looking at what can be done in 

the playground, with a number of upgrades & additions over the last few years, since Covid, this has 

been very difficult to progress. 

 Further volunteers are welcome to join this group and will be looking at how best to equip the 

playground, maybe creating a survey for the children and looking into the funds we have available to 

finance those plans. Potential £1200 available via parent council funding. 

 

 

 



 

 

Topic of flooding was covered, with the confirmation of the drainage issue that is the main reason 

for the flooded areas during heavier or prolonged rainy spells. The drains were cleared to some 

extent on Fri 5th Nov, and are due to have further works on them on Fri 12th Nov. 

Morven will also meet with Brian, who are both on the existing committee to discuss further 

playground improvements 

  

 5. Outdoor learning / Residential camps 

During the in-service days in October there was a lot of discussion surrounding Outdoor 

learning/education and how to progress and expand the pupil opportunities. 

Outdoor Education – this is just the beginning of a 3-to-4-year plan of the project and are seeking 

parents to join in at the start of the journey to help map out a plan for outdoor education, visits to 

local areas and residentials over the next few years. This will be working with 2 outdoor education 

colleagues too. Particularly keen to look at local areas that pupils can walk too and accessible for all, 

good for fitness and the environment minimising using transport where possible. The skills and 

activities are will develop from nursery to P7.  

Residential Camps – historically, these have been held at Broomlee for P5’s (2 nights) and Lagganlia 

for P7s (4 nights) but given the recent times, these have not been able to take place for a couple for 

years. Moving forward, as part the development plan, other locations and ideas are being looked at 

as well as the current locations. There are 2 locations are used by all Edinburgh schools and 

therefore there can be limited availability. The committee once established, will explore new & 

alternative options for outdoor & residential visits. Keen to hear from local parents & families for 

any ideas that may be viable for these activities using their own local knowledge.  

Bonaly Scout Centre was raised as a thought and if this would fit the bill for this. This can be 

explored further; however certain activities may be restricted and would likely require a number of 

parent volunteers for some aspects. 

Chair thanked for the ideas and re-iterated to reach out into the local community for ideas. 

 

6. Christmas Arrangements 

Given the current school restrictions, Christmas arrangements were discussed. The position is as 

positive as it can be with many ideas available that fit in with what is possible with class / pupil 

bubbles & space. Ideas at this time include class Christmas parties, movie days and Christmas stalls. 

Pupils have already made their own Christmas cards designs and orders placed. 

P 7 Ceilidh is yet to be confirmed and a number of discussions at present on the options available, 

including alternative arrangements or potentially delayed until next year. The school is doing all they 

can for this to go ahead in some way.  

 



 

Specifically for nursery, a Santa visit is planned with book presents and hopefully presents for P1s & 

P2s. Presents also for pass the parcel games would be greatly appreciated with Parent Council 

funding. Parent council funds were then requested to assist with costs for snacks/drinks and relevant 

presents.  

This was agreed by a strong vote, figures to be confirmed. A point was raised, that where possible, 

even if costs are a little more, presents to be of a more natural product, rather than volumes of 

plastic toys. This was noted and strong agreeance with this principle. 

Christmas stalls will hopefully back where the pupils can bring pocket money for these. This has been 

very popular in the past and the kids love the occasion.  

An actual school fair will not be able to be held unfortunately and sadly missed, but this will return 

when possible! 

A Christmas tree will be located in the school, possibly at the school entrance / reception. Lights & 

stand are available to from previous purchase. 

P1s & Nursery will hopefully have a virtual nativity play which will be available via the Buckstone TV 

channel on YouTube. 

It is worth highlighting the school is under Government Health board guidance in terms of what 

activities and logistics can take place in the school, and restrictions in schools are still present to 

minimise risk to pupils, staff and to try to avoid school closures.  

 

7. P1 & P2 Enhanced Learning 

Learning from play is a key area that is being developed within the school with an increased focus on 

this being pushed by Education Scotland. More resources to enhance play and opportunity are being 

utilised to give more learn to play, alongside the standard curriculum, in P1 and a push into P2 & 3 

where possible at the appropriate level for the age group. The school have already invested in some 

resources pre-lockdown but will seek further enhancements 

Home Corners in P1 & P2 classroom will be a permanent feature and will be exclusively used for 

learning from play. Seeking addition resources that are wooden, items that promote equalities, 

diversity and different cultures. 

Parent council funds were requested to assist with items, which was agreed in principle where 

possible. 

Loose part items for play are to be requested by collection, for example, shells, corks, buttons and 

pine cones. 

 

8. Fundraising  

Apologies from Claire.  

Fundraising via pocket money Christmas stalls are planned for the pupils in December  

 



 

9. Cllr Scott Arthur 

Introduction from Scott and a well done from Scott to the school for all their hard work in these 

challenging times and a well done to Hilary for her role as chairperson. Cllr Scott Arthur represents 

the Colinton, Oxgangs & Fairmilehead ward. 

Letts were discussed (activities held after 6pm on school premises), for dancing, karate and school 

youth clubs. Some of the issues surrounding these areas are funding and the volunteers/staff to help 

e.g., with the required cleaning. There may be changes in the next couple of weeks where there may 

be decisions on Letts coming back, potentially early 2022. 

Equalities – Scott suggested contact with Geoff Palmer who deals widely with the topic, for the 

possibility for a meeting with the school and has been happy to do so. Scott works alongside Geoff in 

some council areas and happy request this. 

Road & Footpaths – Improvements are continuing across the ward. Feedback is received on 

inconveniences and what can be done the rectify these as soon. Thank you for any updates of issues 

and please continue to report where appropriate. 

Restriction on roads – Planters near Buckstone primary, these are to be reviewed over the next 2 yrs. 

along with home school routs. Over the next 5 years a plan to be implemented. Buckstone Primary is 

one the list of one of the first schools to be looked and potentially routes / road layouts / restrictions 

to be changed accordingly 

Playpark – Some good news on this front, the park that is near the school, had a recent survey and 

feedback opportunities. Meeting with 2 of the Park Officers was positive with them being very 

impressed with the circa 250 responses they have had in relation to a play park upgraded. 

Comments overall were constructive and will looked at closely to see what can be done. Scott is 

personally looking at this and will provide the park staff with the specifics. From there, a plan of the 

improvements, costs and timings can be made. There are various sources of funding available too 

along with council money. Scott feels it will be 1-2yrs before a visible change will be there. 

 

10. Finances 

Not been much a change, but with the following updates 

School uniform sale raised £85 

Recycling of printing £55 (via Christine Stewart) 

£1000 has been assigned for BPS Football team’s petty cash, £350 has come back in from subs. 

Account Balance is circa £17k (includes monies provisioned for park, Christmas and donations for 

school) 

Available, non-allocated funds are circa £12k. 

 

 

 



11. AOB 

AOB was covered around the attendees. 

Q – The use of MS TEAMs for communications / homework – could the blogs be brought back as 

well? 

A – The rationale for the use of MS TEAMs is to be provided by the school in due course of why they 

are now used. 

Q – Staggered start / finish times and how long these will be in place for. The large queues outside of 

the school were questioned and also that some pupils had been left outside longer than expected. 

A – The logistics surrounding social distancing play a key for this and need to be manageable. If 

parents can come along at the correct time to avoid delays assists. In terms of changing these, it was 

advised for a continuity, rather than times changing on short notice basis (in the event of a COVID 

outbreak) at this time were easiest for parent’s timings for work etc and can plan ahead, rather than 

changing on regular basis.  

Q – IT Equipment was raised in terms of some of the hardware was slow or poor battery life meaning 

some pupils not being able to use them as frequently. Could parents help with donations? 

A – Staff IT equipment has been upgraded for MS Teams compatibility. Further IT equipment is 

expected in due course. In terms of IT equipment donations, this is something that would need to be 

looked at further as the equipment must be set up for correct use only, rather than a standard 

personal device. 

Q – Active Schools and when will it resume. 

A – Bikeability is now back with a couple of sessions held on Tuesdays already. The actives school 

coordinator will be meeting with Mrs Conlin to discuss what future activities can take place. This also 

relates to Letts, volunteers coming into the school under current restrictions that hopefully will 

change, potentially early 2022. 

Q – Lost property and how can it be retrieved. 

A – School staff collect any lost items and put back into the relevant class areas for collection.  

Q – The question of communication methods, and if it could be via one method in one location 

rather than multiple methods, also accessibility by having hard copies available or where documents 

could be read out. 

A – This will be looked at further, and also the suggestion that Immersive Reader - Immersive Reader 

is a free tool that implements proven techniques to improve reading and writing for people, 

regardless of their age or ability. Immersive Reader can improve reading comprehension and 

increase fluency for English language learners. It can help build confidence for emerging readers 

learning to read at higher levels, and offer text decoding solutions for students with learning 

differences such as dyslexia. It is available in OneNote, Word, and the web version of Outlook. It is 

also available in Office Lens for iOS. Further contact to be made via the individual raising topic and 

the school. 

Attendees were thanked and meeting was brought to close by Chair, Hilary Brown 

Next Meeting:  Thursday 20th Jan 2022 - time/details TBC 


